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Abstract: This paper deals with exploitation of the wave radar system for sea surface current
estimation in a coastal zone. In particular, we present the results of the processing of the radar
data collected by an X-band marine radar installed in Capo Granitola site, which is located in the
south-west part of Sicily, on 15 May 2015. The effectiveness of the data processing is analyzed by
comparing the wave radar estimated sea surface current with that provided by the Lagrangian drifters
along its movement trajectory. During the measurement campaign, three drifter releases are carried
out and for each one the comparison is provided in terms of the mean error and standard deviation.
In addition, we report the characteristic sea state parameters, in terms of peak wavelength (λp), peak
direction propagation (θp), peak period (Tp) and significant wave height (Hs) of the dominant waves
estimated by the wave radar system.
Keywords: marine X-band radar; sea state monitoring; sea surface current estimation;
Lagrangian drifters
1. Introduction
Monitoring of wind, sea waves and sea surface current is more challenging in coastal areas,
because of the interaction among these factors on smaller spatial scales with respect to the case
of open sea. For this reason, in a coastal environment the sea state parameters as well as the sea
surface currents are challenging to measure with the accuracy and spatial resolution requested by the
relevant applications.
A first class of sea surface current measurements is based on drifters, which are able to provide
information about their movement trajectory. The exploitation of drifters is an effective way to perform
sea surface velocities measurement. Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) or Acoustic Doppler
Velocimeter (ADV) instruments are generally used for this kind of measures. The ADCP measures
are not precise in the cells below the sea surface (first meter), due to the ultrasonic reflection at the
interface air-sea. On the other hand, the ADV measures refer to a fixed point, but it is very difficult to
keep the instrument stationary in a prefixed location of the sea.
The position of a drifter can be inferred from the Doppler-based Argos tracking, or from satellite
GPS System [1]. In the literature, two classes of drifters are used to measure the surface current in the
oceans: with and without drogues [2]. The Surface Velocity Program (SVP) and the Coastal Ocean
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Dynamics Experiment (CODE) drifters are examples of drifters with and without drogues, respectively.
The SVP has a subsurface holey-sock drogue centered at 15 m nominal depth [3,4]. CODE system
measures coastal currents in the first meter below the ocean surface [5,6]. Very recently, a new small
drifter prototype has been developed to measure the current in the first 25 cm below the free surface.
A first validation of this prototypal drifter was concerned with the harbor area of Trieste, Italy [7,8]
during different field campaigns. Unfortunately, drifters are not able to achieve spatially continuous
measurements over time into a specific area.
A second class of sea surface current measurements is based on X-band marine radar, which is
able to perform sea state monitoring close to the coast and estimate the surface currents (intensity and
direction) with very high spatial and temporal resolution, in a maximum range of about 5 km from
radar platform. Several strategies have been implemented in order to estimate the surface current from
the 3D image spectrum as the basic least-squares (LS) fitting technique [9], the weighted LS method [10],
the iterative LS (ILS) approach [11], the dispersive surface classificator (DiSC) method [12], and Polar
Current Shell (PCS) algorithm [13]. In this context, the authors have developed the normalized scalar
product (NSP) procedure [14]. The surface current estimation by NSP has already been tested by
means the comparison with coastal HF radar observations [15,16], which has demonstrated the good
performance of the X-band radar system in estimating sea state and surface currents.
The novelty of the present work resided in the comparison, at our knowledge for the first time
in literature, between X-band radar and Lagrangian drifter measurements for the surface current
estimation. The analysis has been carried out in the Strait of Sicily, where the surface current estimation
is relevant for the upwelling phenomenon detection. The comparison is provided in terms of the
mean error and standard deviation for each drifter’s release; finally, we evaluate the total mean error
percentage for the overall comparison.
Therefore, the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a brief description of the
instrumentation and the methodologies deployed to acquire and to process the data for the surface
current estimation in Capo Granitola site. The comparison between the estimated currents provided
by the X-band radar and drifter measurements is presented in Section 3. In Section 4 the analysis of
results is presented. Finally, conclusions end the paper.
2. Test Site, Instrumentation and Methodologies
This section is devoted at describing the test site, the instrumentations and the related data
processing approaches used for the sea surface current monitoring. We carried out the comparison
between the wave radar system and the drifter at Capo Granitola site, which is located in the south-west
part of Sicily and washed by the Mediterranean Sea (see Figure 1). This area of the Mediterranean Sea
has a significant biodiversity and is affected by several complex oceanographic processes. Therefore,
the information about the sea state parameters and surface currents is important: to safeguard the
biodiversity; to forecast the coastal erosion; to support decisions for the crisis events related to oil
spill phenomenon.
The details of the instrumentation and data processing approach are reported in the
following subsections.
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Figure 1. Point (R) and the triangle indicate the position of the wave radar system in Capo Granitola 
site and the meteorological station of the network Servizio Informativo Agrometeorologico Siciliano 
(SIAS), respectively. 
2.1. Drifters 
The drifters used for the experiment have a truncated-conical shape, with a maximum diameter 
(at the top) of 0.35 m and height of 0.27 m (see Figure 2). They are equipped with GPS satellite system, 
radio modem, recording memory and battery. Each trajectory point has been sampled approximately 
every 1 min by the GPS system (GPS coordinates in UTM WGS84 format), recorded and transmitted 
via radio to the operator, with an overall position error smaller than two meters (WAAS corrected). 
Two drifters were released three times in different zones of the area investigated by the X-band radar, 
and kept in the water as long they remained within the wave radar observation field.  
 
Figure 2. Drifter with GPS and radio antenna equipped. 
The measurements occurred during about 2 h duration on 15 May 2015 and during the 
experiment, the sea wave height was lower than 1.0 m. A first drifter was released (R1) from  
12:31 (UTC) to 13:28. The drifter recorded 25 GPS positions (trajectory length 2500 m) when it moved 
towards the North-West (Figure 3). Every velocity R1 is the average of 2–3 GPS velocities inside the 
same radar cell with 225 m size. The same drifter was used for a second release (R2) from 13:42 (UTC) 
to 14:46. The drifter recorded 23 GPS positions (trajectory length 2380 m) and it moved towards the 
North-West. The drifter velocities R2 are the average of 1–3 GPS velocities for a fixed radar cell of 225 
m. Another drifter was used for the third release (R3) from 13:44 (UTC) to 14:48, almost at the same 
time of R2 release; the drifter recorded 62 GPS positions (trajectory length 2510 m) and it moved 
towards the North-West. The drifter velocities R3 are the average of 4–5 GPS positions. 
Figure 1. Point (R) and the triangle indicate t f t e ave radar system in Capo Granitola
site and the met or l gical station of the net r f r ativo Agrometeor logico Siciliano
(SIAS), respectively.
2.1. Drifters
The drifters used for the experiment have a truncated-conical shape, with a maximum diameter
(at the top) of 0.35 m and height of 0.27 m (see Figure 2). They are equipped with GPS satellite system,
radio modem, recording memory and battery. Each trajectory point has been sampled approximately
every 1 min by the GPS system (GPS coordinates in UTM WGS84 format), recorded and transmitted
via radio to the operator, with an overall position error smaller than two meters (WAAS corrected).
Two drifters were released three times in different zones of the area investigated by the X-band radar,
and kept in the water as long they remained within the wave radar observation field.
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Figure 2. Drifter with GPS and radio antenna equipped.
The easur m nts occurred during about 2 h duration on 15 May 2015 and during the experiment,
the sea wave height was lower than 1.0 m. A first dr fter w s released (R1) from 12:31 (UTC) t 13:28.
The drifter recorded 25 GPS positions (trajectory length 2500 m) when it moved towards the North-West
(Figure 3). Every velocity R1 is the average of 2–3 GPS velocities inside the same radar cell with 225 m
size. The same drifter was used for a second release (R2) from 13:42 (UTC) to 14:46. The drifter
recorded 23 GPS positions (trajectory length 2380 m) and it moved towards the North-West. The drifter
velocities R2 are the average of 1–3 GPS velocities for a fixed radar cell of 225 m. Another drifter
was used for the third release (R3) from 13:44 (UTC) to 14:48, almost at the same time of R2 release;
the drifter recorded 62 GPS positions (trajectory length 2510 m) and it moved towards the North-West.
The drifter velocities R3 are the average of 4–5 GPS positions.
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Figure 3. Red, green and yellow lines are the trajectories of the releases R1, R2, R3, respectively. The 
drifters moved towards the North-West. 
The three trajectories are similar because the drifters were released in a narrow time range of 
about 2 h. The minimum and maximum distances between the drifters and the radar are 1200 m and 
2350 m, respectively. 
2.2. Wave Radar System 
The radar images are not the direct representation of the sea surface since a number of 
distortions, known as modulation effects, are introduced during the radar imaging process. Indeed, 
the radar echo is rather tied to the slope of the long waves (tilt modulation) and to the roughness of 
the riding ripples (hydrodynamic modulation) [17,18]. In addition, radar signals also suffer the 
shadowing phenomenon, according to which no information can be received from sea surface areas 
that are not in line of sight [17–19].  
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2.2. Wave Radar System
The radar images are not the direct representation of the sea surface since a number of distortions,
known as modulation effects, are introduced during the radar imaging process. Indeed, the radar
echo is rather tied to the slope of the long waves (tilt modulation) and to the roughness of the riding
ripples (hydrodynamic modulation) [17,18]. In addition, radar signals also suffer the shadowing
phenomenon, according to which no information can be received from sea surface areas that are not in
line of sight [17–19].
On the basis of the previous considerations, the data processing is formulated as an inversion
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accounting for the support of the dispersion relation. Accordingly, the NSP estimates Uˆ of the surface
currents arise from the following equation:
Uˆ = argmax
U




∣∣∣FI (k,ω)∣∣∣ ,G(k,ω,U, h) denotes the scalar product between the functions FI (·) and G (·),
having a power equal to PF and PG, respectively. It is worth noting, that the NSP method allows us, in
principle, the joint estimation of the surface current and bathymetry values. In this work, we assume
an a priori information about the sea depth, which was gained during a previous measurements
campaign. The knowledge of the surface current and bathymetry values allow us to build on the









. To obtain the characteristic sea state parameters is
needed to turn from the filtered radar image spectrum to the sea wave spectrum. This step requires the
knowledge of the radar modulation transfer function (MTF), which accounts for the specific modalities
of the electromagnetic sensing phenomenon [24]; in this study case, we adopt the MTF already used
for the sea state monitoring in the coastal area in front of Giglio Island (coastal area) [22].
More details about the procedure for the surface current estimation close to coastal area through
the NSP method and the retrieval of the characteristic sea state parameters can be found in [16,20,22,24].
The radar deployed for the measurements is a Consilium X-band radar equipped with a 9 feet
(2.7 m) long antenna and able to transmit a peak power of 25 kW with HH polarization. The radar is
installed in the Capo Granitola harbor on a building at a height of 15 m above sea level and located at
the coordinates: LAT = 37◦34′19.40′ ′N; LON = 12◦39′33.43′ ′E. The nautical radar was connected to the
data processing and visualization unit, which incorporates an analog-to-digital (AD) converter for the
received signal.
The images were stored using a 13-bit unsigned integer format, on a 1024 × 1024 pixels Cartesian
grid. The radar images were acquired in the temporal interval of about two hours covering the drifters’
releases. In particular, eighteen radar datasets (each dataset consists of 32 images covering 77 seconds
duration) were acquired each five minutes and after analyzed. Therefore, 18 surface current fields were
obtained for our analysis. The details of the radar acquisition parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Measurements parameters of the wave radar system.
Radar Parameters Value
Antenna rotation period (∆t) 2.39 s
Spatial image spacing (∆x and ∆y) 4.5 m
Minimum range 200 m
Maximum range 2296 m
Image number for sequence (Ns) 32
Antenna height above sea level ~15 m
View angular sector ~135◦
Figure 4 shows two samples of radar images of the investigated area and the estimated surface
current fields on a square mesh size of 225 m.
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Figure 4. Rad r image with ov tted the surface current field estimated during the measurement
campaign o 15 May 2015. (a) Surface current field at 13:0 UTC; (b) S r t field at 14: 0 UTC.
As can be observed in Figure 4, the estimation of the sea surface current is missing on the lateral
areas of the radar image due to the lower sea state condition, which does not permit to have accurate
data for a reliable estimation.
3. Results
This section provides the results of the ison betw en the drifter and wave radar system in
terms of velocity and direction of the esti t sea surface current. In this measurement campaign,
the surface currents are generated by wind and their patterns are determined by wind direction.
The wind parameters have been computed by the meteorological station of the network SIAS
(Servizio Informativo Agrometeorologico Siciliano) of Mazara del Vallo (TP), at about 13 km from
the area investigated in this work (see Figure 1). Winds prevalently blew from SE-SSE as reported in
Table 2.
Table 2. Wind parameters during the measurements campaign.
Day Time Survey Wind Speed (m/s) Wind Direction (deg)
15 May 2015 12:00 4.2 176
15 May 2015 13:00 7.1 155
15 May 2015 14:00 5.9 177
The comparison between the measurements has been done at a scale (mesh size equal to 225 m)
where the radar estimations are reliable. The results of the comparison of the surface current velocity
and direction are shown in Figure 5a,b, respectively.
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4. Discussion
As shown in Figure 5a, the velocities (intensities) estimated by the drifter are generally higher
than the ones measured by the wave radar. In particular, the larger differences in sea surface current
velocity occur for the release 1 (R1), where the corresponding mean error is 18 cm/s (percentage error
30%), whereas for the releases R2 and R3 the mean error is equal to 2 and 5 cm/s (percentage error
4% and 9%), respectively. The standard deviation of release R1 is equal to 12 cm/s, larger than the
other two R2 and R3. There is an evident decrease of the velocity along the trajectory for R1 release.
Probably this decrease is due to a temporary low number of connected satellites in GPS system, rather
than the presence of a particular wave period or circulation structures, which are not detectable by
the other drifter releases. In Table 3 the surface currents provided by drifters, in term of velocity and
direction, are indicated with UD and θD, respectively, whereas UR and θR represent the same quantities
retrieved through the radar system. We observe that all the measurements provide the indication of
a current moving toward the north-west. The error on the estimates surface current direction ranges
from 5% to +8%.
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Table 3. Statistical analysis in terms of the mean values standard deviation and mean error percentage.
R1
MeanValues Std. Mean Error
UD [cm/s] 75 12 30%UR [cm/s] 57 3
θD [deg] 311 3 5%
θR [deg] 305 3
R2
MeanValues Std. Mean Error
UD [cm/s] 56 6 4%UR [cm/s] 54 4
θD [deg] 320 3 6%
θR [deg] 312 3
R3
MeanValues Std. Mean Error
UD [cm/s] 59 2 9%UR [cm/s] 54 4
θD [deg] 322 1 8%
θR [deg] 312 3
In addition, the wave radar system provides the characteristic sea state parameters, in term
of peak wavelength (λp), peak direction propagation (θp), peak period (Tp) and significant wave
height (Hs) of the dominant waves. Here, we report two directional spectra provided by the wave
radar system during the measurement campaign. In particular, Figure 6a,b depict the directional
spectra evaluated on the beginning (at 12:40 UTC) and the end (at 14:05 UTC) of the measurement
campaign, respectively.
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estimation by means of the radar system.  
  
Figure 6. Directional spectra provided by the wave radar system during the measurement campaign
on 15 May 2015. (a) directional spectrum at 12:40 UTC; (b) directional spectrum at 14:05 UTC.
It worth noting, that the radar images have been acquired in sea state condition of “gentle breeze”
with low significant wave height (Hs) smaller than 1 m (level 3 on Beaufort scale) as reported in Table 4.
This low significant wave height is a challenging condition for the surface current estimation by means
of the radar system.
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Table 4. Sea state parameters provided by the wave radar system during the measurement campaign
on 15 May 2015.
Time UTC
12:40 12:50 12:55 13:45 14:05
Hs [m] 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6
Tp [s] 6.2 6.1 6.1 6.1 6.2
λp [m] 60 59 59 58 60
θp [deg] 215 214 214 215 210
Let us turn now to discuss about the reliability of the sea surface current estimations here
reported. As it can be noted from Figures 4 and 6, the peak direction of the sea wave propagation
(about 215 degrees) is quasi-orthogonal to the direction of the surface current (about 310 degrees)
estimated by NSP and almost similar to the one predicted by drifter measurements. This means that
the scalar product k·U of Equation (1) is close to zero, but actually, thanks to a wide spectrum spreading
(about 30 degrees for the directional spectra shown in Figure 6), the NSP method is still able to provide
an reliable surface current estimation. Therefore, an explanation is in order to evaluate and justify the
accuracy of the sea surface current estimated by NSP in this challenging condition.
In particular, for the discussion here presented, we consider the estimations obtained from the
sub-area at the coordinate points x = −287 m and y = −574 m highlighted by the white circle in Figure 4a.
Figure 7a shows the NSP function for Ux and Uy values varying in the interval [−200 cm/s,
200 cm/s] and it can be noted how the NSP is less sensitive to the variation of Ux with respect to
the ones along Uy. This is justified by a physical point of view by accounting for that the radar is
able to collect more accurate information about the sea waves coinciding with the range (y-axis).
In other words, the estimation of the pair of surface current components suffer a more pronounced
ill-conditioning for the Ux values.
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Figure 7. (a) Normalized scalar product (NSP) functional obt ined by varying Ux and Uy components
in the interval [−200 cm/s, 200 cm/s]; (b) NSP functional with values greater than 90% i the interval
[−100 cm/s, 100 cm/s] and with overlapped three circles with radius equal to 40 cm/s, 50 cm/s and
60 cm/s; (c) The behavior of the NSP Functional along the two current components passing through
the estimated value Ux = −36 cm/s,Uy = 38 cm/s.
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Figure 7b shows the NSP functional with values greater than 90% and from this figure it can be
noted that the amplitude of the sea surface current ranges from 50 to 60 cm/s. In order to have a more
quantitative evaluation of the amplitude of the sea surface current, we can evaluate the centroid of this
spot, which provides the values (Ux = −46 cm/s,Uy = 38 cm/s). The centroid values are close to the
ones of the maximum of the NSP (Ux = −36 cm/s,Uy = 38 cm/s), which provides |U| = 52.3 cm/s.
Figure 7c shows the behavior of the NSP functional along the two current components passing through
the estimated values (Ux = −36 cm/s, Uy = 38 cm/s).
5. Conclusions
This paper has presented a comparison regarding the estimation of sea surface current from data
collected by wave radar system and drifters. Experimental results showed that the X-band radar
equipped with NSP data processing method provided results in a good agreement with the ones given
by the drifters’ releases. In addition, wave radar system was able also to provide information about
sea state parameters in terms of wavelength, direction, period and significant wave height. The values
of significant wave height, about 0.6 m, confirmed the low level of the sea state, which is a challenging
situation for the surface current estimation. Furthermore, a discussion about the reliability of the
NSP estimation performance, in this challenging situation, has been provided with the focus on the
sensitivity of the NSP with respect to the two different (vector) components of the sea surface current.
The main conclusion of this work is that the wave radar system can be considered a reliable tool for the
sea state parameters estimations during wave motion by providing continuous measurements over
time, which is not possible for the drifter technology.
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